Characterisation of the rat lung lavage model as biological assay for testing the activity of surfactant preparations.
The present report describes how pharmacological assays may be validated and sets a basis for a discussion on the validation of biological test systems. The note for guidance on the validation of analytical procedures published by the European agency for the evaluation of medicinal products was adapted to the validation of a pharmacological test system. The presently described rat lung lavage test (RLL-test) is an animal model that has great similarities to the pathophysiology of the acute respiratory distress syndrome of humans. In this RLL-test, the activity of surfactants can be tested in a standardised fashion. The usefulness of the point estimator and the corresponding confidence intervals (CI) as a statistical test procedure for equivalence was demonstrated. A validation can be based on the above mentioned guidance but should be adjusted to pharmacological needs. Based on the presented experiences, it can be concluded that a specific guideline for validation of pharmacological or biological tests is desirable.